We study a generalized branching random walk where particles breed at a rate which depends on the number of neighbouring particles. Under general assumptions on the breeding rates we prove the existence of a phase where the population survives without exploding. We construct a non trivial invariant measure for this case.
Introduction
Scientists have been studying models for the evolution of a population since the end of the 19th century, starting from the branching process introduced by Galton and Watson in 1875 [2] . The need for more realistic models has lead to the introduction of a spatial structure: the branching random walk (briefly, BRW) and the contact process are perhaps the most natural generalizations. In the BRW model each individual has a fixed position and an exponential lifespan of parameter 1 during which it breeds on neighbouring sites according to a Poisson clock of parameter λ. The number of individuals per site is unbounded. If one imposes that a site can be occupied by at most one individual, we have the contact process. Both these processes show two possible (local) behaviours: either the population faces almost sure extinction (subcritical behaviour) or it survives with a positive probability (supercritical behaviour); in the supercritical case the BRW's population grows indefinitely (and the expected value of the number of individuals per site diverges). The critical parameter is the value of λ separating the two behaviours; we denote by λ BRW and λ CP the critical parameters of the BRW and of the contact process respectively.
The observation of natural environments suggests to remove any a priori bound on the number of individuals per site and to introduce a self-regulating mechanism on the birth rates, which should allow to have a surviving though non-exploding population. Indeed some ecological systems seem to be in a sort of equilibrium where the density of a population neither tends to zero nor to infinity. One may argue that we could be observing a subcritical or supercritical system in a too short time span, nevertheless it seems natural to try to translate into mathematical terms the competition for resources (see for instance the discussion in [4] ). Moreover the spatial structure of the interaction between individuals in a biological population is irregular: this strongly suggests the use of a general graph instead of the standard Z d . To this aim we consider the following model, which we call restrained branching random walk RBRW: consider a bounded geometry graph X as the environment where the population lives and let η(x) be the number of individuals living at the site x ∈ X. The lifespan of each individual is an exponential random variable of mean 1. For any individual at a site x, its reproduction on the site y is regulated by a Poisson clock of parameter p(x, y)c(η(y)), where p(x, ·) is a probability distribution and c is a non-increasing and nonnegative function. Roughly speaking, when an individuals tries to breed, it chooses at random (according to the transition distribution p(x, ·)) the target site where the potential offspring will live, then the probability of success depends on the size of the population at y: the larger this population is, the smaller the probability. If p represents the simple random walk, we get the contact process if c = λ1l {0} or the BRW if c ≡ λ. Remark that the process is site-breeding (where λ is the rate at which each individual breeds and the site chosen by the offspring is determined by a stochastic matrix P ) instead of edge-breeding (where λ is the rate of reproduction on each bond). Clearly, if P represents the simple random walk and the graph is regular (such as Z d for instance), then the two approaches are essentially the same and the critical parameters satisfy λ site = λ edge · D (where D is the common degree of the vertices). Nevertheless we can easily drop the request of reg-ularity and still have equivalence of the two approaches: indeed with an edge-breeding process with parameterλ, one associates a site-breeding process of parameter λ =λ · D and p(x, y) = 1/D if x and y are neighbours and 0 otherwise. Note that the resulting P is in general substochastic and can be interpreted in the following way: the breeding from x takes place in y with probability p(x, y) and there is no offspring at all with probability 1 − y p(x, y). The results of our paper still hold in this case.
For a RBRW, depending on the choice of c, we prove that the system shows different behaviours. If c(+∞) := lim k→∞ c(k) is sufficiently large then the expected number of individuals per site grows to infinity with positive probability. If c(0) is small then there is almost sure extinction (provided that the population is finite at time 0). When c(0) is large and c(+∞) small there is an intermediate phase (Proposition 4.1) and an invariant measure for the process (Theorem 2.2).
Since some of the results are obtained by comparison with the BRW, one may wonder which differences there are between the BRW on Z d endowed with the simple random walk and the BRW on a more general graph with a non-symmetric random walk. It is well known that on fast growing graphs there is a so-called weak phase (see for instance [8] and [6] Part I, Ch. 4 for the contact process on trees, [11] and [1] for the BRW on graphs and [9] for the BRW on Galton-Watson trees). Moreover on Z d there is only one critical parameter: if λ ≤ 1 and the starting configuration η is finitely supported, then there is almost sure extinction; if λ ≤ 1 and η has at least one individual per site, then with probability one there is no extinction and the expected number of individuals at a fixed site is a bounded function of the time t; finally if λ > 1 for any non-trivial initial configuration the expected number of individual at a fixed site diverges as t goes to infinity. This behaviour would suggest that one only has to compare, at each site x, the death rate 1 with the total birth rate λ y p(y, x) which on Z d equals λ: if λ does not exceed 1 then the population cannot diverge locally.
Indeed although this is the case in many cases (for instance any random walk on Z d ), on a general graph the behaviour is slightly more complicated: there are two critical parameters θ ≥ ρ > 0 (depending on the transition matrix P and defined in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively) such that if λ ≥ 1/ρ and η is finitely supported there is almost sure extinction; if λ ≤ 1/θ and η has at least one individual per site (and it is bounded), then the expected number of individuals at a fixed site is a bounded function of the time t; if λ ∈ (1/θ, 1/ρ) and η has at least one individual per site, then there are examples where the expected number of individuals at a fixed site diverges as t goes to infinity (for instance if P is the simple random walk on a homogeneous tree: see Example 5.1).
We give a brief outline of the paper: in Section 2 we specify the setting, the configuration space and we describe the dynamics with the formal generator of the process. The construction of the process from the generator is carried on in Section 3 and does not follow from the classical Hille-Yosida approach since the configuration space is not compact: we follow the ideas of [7] . Some of the results are obtained via a coupling with particular BRWs (with immortal particles) hence we estimate some moments of this process (Lemma 3.2) and construct the monotone couplings (Proposition 3.4) which are needed in the sequel.
In Section 4 we prove the existence of the intermediate phase ( 
Notation and main results
Let X be a connected, non-oriented graph, with bounded geometry (i.e. the number of neighbours of a vertex x, called degree of x, is uniformly bounded by D on X) and let P = (p(x, y)) x,y∈X be a stochastic matrix (P may be substochastic as well: see the remarks at the beginning of Section 4 for details) such that p(x, y) > 0 if and only if x and y are neighbours (we write x ∼ y in this case). For any Λ ⊂ X let Λ • := {x ∈ Λ : ∀y ∼ x, y ∈ Λ} be the interior of Λ and let
Configuration space
Following [7] , fix a reference vertex x 0 ∈ X and denote by |x| the graph distance between x and x 0 . Define a strictly positive function α :
2 . By this choice of M, for any z > 1/2, x α(x) z < +∞ and
for any substochastic matrix Q. For any η : X → N define η := x η(x)α(x). The configuration space is Ω := {η : X → N such that η < +∞}, while Ω Λ := {η : Λ → N such that η < +∞}. Note that the finite configurations, i.e. the configurations η ∈ Ω such that x η(x) < +∞, are dense in Ω with this norm; moreover the Borel σ-algebra induced by the norm is the same as the one induced by the product topology. We introduce the usual partial order on Ω, that is ξ ≤ η if ξ(x) ≤ η(x) for any x ∈ X. We denote by 0 the configuration identically equal to 0, by 1 the configuration identically equal to 1 and by δ x the configuration which is equal to 0 at any site but x, where it equals 1. We say that a function f : Ω → R is non decreasing if ξ ≤ η implies f (ξ) ≤ f (η). Given µ, ν probability measures on Ω, we say that ν stochastically dominates µ and we write µ ≤ ν if for any non-decreasing function f we have µ(f ) ≤ ν(f ) (where µ(f ) = Ω f dµ). From (2.1) we derive a useful bound on the transition kernel of the continuous time random walk associated with P and with jump rate λ > 0. Indeed let
then the iteration of (2.1) gives
For Λ ⊂ X we will also denote by
, hence the bound in (2.2) holds for these "restricted" kernels as well.
Dynamics
Using the graphical construction it is clear that for any finite initial configuration η we may define the RBRW {η t } t≥0 . Denote by Lip(Ω) the set of the Lipschitz functions on Ω, and given f ∈ Lip(Ω) let L(f ) be its Lipschitz constant. For any f : Ω → R and
hence L is a well-defined operator on Lip(Ω). The first nontrivial result is that L is the generator of the Markov semigroup associated with {η t } t≥0 .
Proposition 2.1 There exists a unique semigroup {S
for f ∈ Lip(Ω) and η finite. This semigroup satisfies the following properties: for any
This proposition is a consequence of Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.11. Following [7] (see discussion after Theorem 1.4) one shows that this semigroup can be extended to any measurable function f on Ω which satisfies either f ≥ 0 or |f (η)| ≤ C(1 + η ) for some constant C, and it identifies a unique Markov process {η t : t ≥ 0}. This process is monotone and can be monotonically coupled with some interesting processes (Proposition 3.4). The main result is the existence of a nontrivial invariant measure, under some mild assumptions on c(·). For the definition of the parameter θ see Section 3.1. Theorem 2.2 Let {S t : t ≥ 0} be the semigroup generated by (2.4) for a c such that c(0) > λ CP and c(+∞) < 1/θ. Then there exists a nontrivial probability measure µ on (Ω, B(Ω)) such that µS t = µ for any t ≥ 0.
Construction of the process
We start by constructing the process on a finite subset Λ ⊂ X. We need an auxiliary process defined on Ω. Fix γ ≥ 0, c :
It is obvious that G Λ generates a Markov process {η t : t ≥ 0} defined on Ω Λ . Clearly this process may be thought as a process on Ω where the particles outside Λ are "frozen" in the initial state. Furthermore if this process starts from η 0 ∈ Ω such that η 0 ≥ k1 then obviously η t ≥ k1 for any t ≥ 0; in this case we say that there are k immortal particles per site.
BRW with immortal particles
The estimate of the first and the second moments of the process generated by (3.1) will follow from a coupling with the BRW with k immortal particles, that is the process where c(·) ≡ λ. Hence we take a technical detour and study this particular process (or equivalently the BRW with constant immigration rate, see (3.4)). We define a norm on the space of (infinite) matrices: A := sup x y |a xy |. As usual, each finite norm matrix can be identified with a linear continuous operator from l ∞ (X) into itself. We denote by θ(A) the spectral radius of the operator A; note that θ(A) = lim n→∞ A n 1/n (see for instance [10] Theorem 18.9). From now on θ = θ(P T ) ≡ lim n→∞ (sup x y p (n) (y, x)) 1/n . The estimate of θ is easy in some cases:
• if there exists ν : X → [0, +∞), ν ≡ 0, such that ν(x) ≤ Cν(y) for any x, y ∈ X (and some constant C > 0) and
Remarkable examples where θ = 1 are simple or simmetric random walks (on any graph) and any random walk on Z d . Nevertheless it is easy to construct examples where θ = 1, for instance on homogeneous trees T n+1 see Example 5.1 with p = 1/(n + 1).
Although in this section we are treating only finite sets, the following lemma is needed also in the countable case (see Remark 3.10). 
Proof. The proof is standard and we just sketch it. One can solve the system by considering the (stronger) Cauchy problem in l ∞ (X)
where A = (λ − β)I − λQ. By our hypotheses we have that Re(σ(A)) ≥ ǫ > 0, hence e −At t→∞ → 0, The first term tends to zero, while the second one can be written as
e −A(t−s) f (s)ds and the claim follows choosing t 0 such that for t ≥ t 0 , f (t) − v ∞ is sufficiently small. Lemma 3.2 Let Λ ⊂ X be finite. Fix γ ≥ 0 and k ∈ N. Consider G Λ defined in (3.1) with c(·) ≡ λ > 0. Let {η t : t ≥ 0} be the process generated by G Λ starting from η bounded, η ≥ k1. Moreover, if λ < γ/θ, then for any x ∈ Λ we have that
where the limits are attained uniformly with respect to x.
Proof. Define {ξ t : t ≥ 0} as ξ t := η t − k1. This process is a Markov process (namely it is the branching random walk with constant immigration rate λk) and its generator is
Obviously for any η ∈ Ω such that η ≥ k1 we have
Choose ξ ∈ Ω and let m(t, x) := E ξ [ξ t (x)], for any x ∈ Λ; by basic semigroup properties we have that
(where π x is the projection on the x coordinate).
By computing explicitly H Λ π x we obtain that m satisfies the system (3.2) with Q = P T , f (t, x) = kλ y p Λ (y, x) and β = λ − γ. The claim follows from Lemma 3.1.
To prove the second moment assertion we define C(t, x, y) := E ξ [ξ t (x)ξ t (y)], for any x, y ∈ Λ. Using the same arguments as before, we obtain that C is the solution following system of linear differential equations:
where
The system (3.6) is formally equivalent to the one in (3.2) with X × X in the place of X. The results just obtained for m ensure that f satisfies the assumptions in Lemma 3.1.
, hence θ(B) ≤ θ and the claim follows. This formula represents the solution also for infinite Λ under mild assumptions on f : suppose, for instance, that f ≥ 0, x f (t, x)α(x) < +∞ for some t ≥ 0 and ∂ t f (t, x) is bounded on any compact set, uniformly with respect to x ∈ Λ. Moreover if we consider two families {Q Λ } Λ and {f Λ } Λ which are non decreasing with respect to Λ and we denote by {u Λ } Λ the corresponding solutions, then we have that u Λ ↑ u X as Λ ↑ X (hence one may replace the upper bounds in (3.3) with U 1,X and U 2,X which clearly are uniform with respect to Λ).
We note that the bound (3.3) can be obtained starting from any η ∈ Ω (not necessarily bounded) by using similar computations, if λ < γ/ P T ≤ γ/θ. It is easy to show that P T = 1, for instance, for any symmetric random walk or for any random walk on amenable graphs, whence any random walk on Z d (amenable graphs are graphs where the boundary of sets is not too large if compared to the size of the set itself, see [12] page 112).
The finite volume process
The following proposition shows how to construct a monotone coupling of different processes generated by (3.1). (η t,1 , . . . , η t,N ) : t ≥ 0} on Ω N such that for any h ∈ {1, . . . , N} the semigroup associated with the process {η t,h : t ≥ 0} has generator
Proof. It is enough to consider the processes on Ω Λ N . Let (η 0,1 , . . . , η 0,N ) ∈ (Ω Λ N ) N such that η 0,h ≥ k h 1 for any h ∈ {1, . . . , N} be the initial configurations. For any x ∈ Λ N let A(x) := max{η 0,1 (x), . . . , η 0,N (x)},γ := max{γ 1 , . . . , γ N },c := max{c 1 (0), . . . , c N (0)}. Choose an independent family of exponential clocks, two per site x ∈ Λ N : one of parameter γA(x) which controls the deaths and one of parametercA(x) which controls births. Define (η t,1 , . . . , η t,N ) := (η 0,1 , . . . , η 0,N ) for any t < τ where τ is the time of the first ring of the collection of clocks. Assume that the clock which rings first is at site x.
• If the clock is a death clock then for any z = x put η τ,h (z) := η τ −,h (z), pick a uniform U in the interval (0, 1) and define η τ,h (x) := η τ −,h (x) − 1 for any h such that U ≤ (γ h (η τ − ,h (x) − k h ) + )/γA(x) and η τ,h (x) := η τ −,h (x) otherwise. Finally restart the procedure from (η τ,1 , . . . , η τ,N ).
• If the clock is a birth clock then for any z ∼ x put η τ,h (z) := η τ −,h (z). Choose at random, accordingly to the transition matrix P , a site y among the neighbours of x. Now pick a uniform V in (0, 1) and define η τ,h (y) := η τ −,h (y) + 1 for any h such that y) ) and η τ,h (y) = η τ −,h (y) otherwise. Finally restart the procedure from (η τ,1 , . . . , η τ,N ).
It is a simple exercise to check that this construction leads to the desired coupling.
In the remaining part of this section we prove some basic bounds on the semigroup {S t,Λ : t ≥ 0} generated by G Λ . We need these bounds to extend the construction of the process to an infinite Λ ⊂ X. The next result shows that the semigroup {S t,Λ : t ≥ 0} generated by G Λ maps Lip(Ω) into itself. The proof follows closely the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [7] . Lemma 3.5 Let Λ ⊂ X be finite and {S t,Λ : t ≥ 0} be the semigroup generated by G Λ .
Proof. Take ξ, ζ ∈ Ω (ξ, ζ ≥ k1) and consider the monotone coupling {(η 
To bound this last term notice that by monotonicity
Furthermore for any x ∈ Λ we claim that
which implies, by (2.1), that
This gives E[ η 
The following result is a simple consequence of Lemma 3.5. The proof is the same as the one of Corollary 2.5 in [7] , hence we omit it. Corollary 3.6 Let Λ ⊂ X be finite and {S t,Λ : t ≥ 0} be the semigroup generated by G Λ . For any f : Ω → R such that |f (η)| ≤ C f η for all η ≥ k1 and for some constant C f > 0, we have that
The next two results are the analogs of Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 in [7] .
Proof. Can be obtained by direct computation.
Lemma 3.8 Let Λ ⊂ Λ
′ ⊂ X be two finite subsets. Fix γ ≥ 0 and k ∈ N. Consider the semigroups {S t,Λ : t ≥ 0} and {S t,Λ ′ : t ≥ 0} associated with the generators G Λ , G Λ ′ defined by (3.1). Then for any f ∈ Lip(Ω) and η ≥ k1
Proof. Note that
By Lemma 3.7
Using this last estimate and the positivity of S u,Λ ′ we get
, where {η t : t ≥ 0} is the process generated by (3.1) with γ = 0, c(·) ≡ c(0) and k = 0. By Remark 3.3 we know that
Plugging this bound in (3.8) we get
which concludes the proof.
Finite volume approximation
Following [7] we construct the process on X as a limit of processes defined on Λ finite. For any n ∈ N define Λ n := B(x 0 , n), that is the ball of radius n and center x 0 .
Proposition 3.9 Fix γ ≥ 0 and k ∈ N. For any n ∈ N, consider the semigroups {S t,Λn : t ≥ 0} generated by G Λn defined in (3.1) For any fixed t ≥ 0, f ∈ Lip(Ω) and η ∈ Ω, η ≥ k1 the sequence {S t,Λn : n ∈ N} is a Cauchy sequence.
Proof. Assume that m ≤ n, then by Lemma 3.8
We have to show that
, where the measure on X is α(·). The result follows by dominated convergence since lim m,n→+∞ 1l Λn\Λ 0
We claim that we can take φ(x, u) = y η(y)p
u (y, x) and by (2.2) we have
The proposition above allows us to define for any t ≥ 0, f ∈ Lip(Ω) and η ∈ Ω, η ≥ k1.
Remark 3.10 It easy to show that with this definition we can drop the hypothesis that Λ is finite (take Λ → X) in Proposition 3.4, Lemma 3.5, Corollary 3.6, Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8. The same can be done in Lemma 3.2, since one proves that , y) , where the limit functions satisfy the corresponding differential systems. Note that in particular the latter is not obvious, because η → η(x)η(y) ∈ Lip(Ω). Moreover, the process generated by (2.4) is monotone as a consequence of Proposition 3.4.
Proposition 3.11 For any t ≥ 0, f ∈ Lip(Ω) and η ∈ Ω, η ≥ k1 define
2. For all f ∈ Lip(Ω)
Proof. These properties can be proven exactly as in [7] (page 451 and Lemma 2.12) by using Lemma 3.5, Corollary 3.6, Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8 instead of Lemma 2.1, Corollary 2.5, Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 respectively.
3. By Proposition 3.4 we can couple {η t : t ≥ 0} with a branching random walk {ζ t : t ≥ 0} starting from η with birth rate c(0) > 1 such that ζ t ≤ η t and the claim follows.
4. In this case there existsk ∈ N such that c(k) < 1/θ. By Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.10 there exists a process {ζ t : t ≥ 0} generated by (3.1) with k =k, γ = 1, birth rate c(k), such that ζ t ≥ η t . By Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.10 we have lim sup
We observe that lim sup t→+∞ E η [η t (x)] < +∞ implies that P(lim t→+∞ η t (x) = +∞) = 0 but the process could be locally unbounded almost surely.
Proposition 4.1 suggests that if c(·) is such that c(0) > λ CP and c(+∞) < 1/θ then the process generated by L has a proper non-trivial density. We prove that something stronger happens, namely that Theorem 2. 
Then there exists µ n probability measure on Ω such that:
2. the sequence {µ n : n ≥ 1} is non-decreasing with respect to the stochastic ordering of measures;
3. denote by ν λ the nontrivial invariant probability measure of the contact process on X with parameter λ := c(0) > λ CP (see [5] page 265). Then ν λ ≤ µ n for any n ≥ 2;
4. the sequence {µ n : n ∈ N} is tight.
Proof. Notice that L n is of the form (2.4) so it generates a Markov process {η t,n : t ≥ 0}.
1. The process {η t,n : t ≥ 0} is monotone because of Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.10. If the initial condition is n1 then by standard arguments (see [5] , Chapter III, Theorem 2.3) η t,n ⇒ µ n as t → +∞. Furthermore µ n L n ≡ 0.
2. For any n ≥ 2, by Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.10, there exists a monotone coupling between {η t,n : t ≥ 0}, starting from n1, and {η t,n+1 : t ≥ 0}, starting from (n + 1)1, such that η t,n ≤ η t,n+1 for any t ≥ 0. Let f : Ω → R be a not decreasing function, then
)] for any t ≥ 0. By taking the limit, as t → +∞, we get µ n (f ) ≤ µ n+1 (f ).
3. By Proposition 3.4 we can couple {η t,2 : t ≥ 0}, starting from 21, and a supercritical contact process {ξ t : t ≥ 0}, starting from 1, with parameter λ = c(0) in such a way that ξ t ≤ η t,2 for any t ≥ 0.
4. Note that c(+∞) < 1/θ impliesk := inf{k ∈ N : c(k) < 1/θ} < +∞. Take n ≥k and observe that by Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.10 there exists a monotone coupling between {η t,n : t ≥ 0}, and the BRW {ζ t : t ≥ 0} generated by (3.1), with k :=k, γ = 1, and parameter c(k), both starting from n1. Since η t,n ≤ ζ t for any t ≥ 0 then
. By taking the limit as t → +∞ and using Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.10 we have that µ n (η(x)) ≤ U 1,X (k, c(k), 1) for any n ≥k, x ∈ X. Hence there exists a constant C := U 1,X (k, c(k), 1) such that for any r > 0 and n ≥k we have, by Chebyshev inequality, µ n (η ∈ Ω : η(x) > r) ≤ C/r. Let us fix A > 0 and define r(x) := A/ α(x) for any x ∈ X. We have
For any ǫ > 0 we can choose A so that µ n (η ∈ Ω : η(x) ≤ r(x) for any x ∈ X) ≥ 1 −ǫ for any n ≥k. The subset K := {η ∈ Ω : η(x) ≤ r(x) for any x ∈ X} of Ω is compact. In fact
Since the sequence {µ n : n ∈ N} is tight and monotone and since the set of continuous, monotone functions separates the set of probability measures, then the sequence converges weakly to a probability measure on Ω, say µ. By the previous lemma µ n ≤ µ for any n ∈ N. Furthermore 0 < ν λ (η(x)) ≤ µ(η(x)) ≤ U 1,X (k, c(k), 1) (see 4. and 5. above), hence µ is not δ 0 and µ[ η ] < +∞. We prove that µ is invariant by showing that µ[Lf ] = 0 for any f ∈ Lip(Ω) (see Proposition 3.12). In order to see this we need a preparatory lemma, indeed in the proof of Proposition 4.4 we need that µ n (Lf ) → µ(Lf ) as n → +∞ but this does not follow directly from µ n ⇒ µ because Lf is unbounded. 
Then µ n (g) → µ(g) as n → +∞.
Proof. We have that
By hypothesis (2) and the dominated convergence theorem the first and last term on the right hand side of the above inequality may be made small uniformly in n by taking m sufficiently large. Fix m ∈ N such that these terms are smaller than ǫ > 0 for any n ∈ N. For the middle term define
Note that by hypothesis (1) and elementary bounds
By monotonicity the first and the last term on the right hand side of (4.1) can be bounded above by µ[v k ]. Furthermore lim k→+∞ v k = 0 and v k (η) ≤ C( η + 1), so by dominated convergence the first and the last term on the right hand side of (4.1) can be made smaller than ǫ by taking k large. Finally fix k ∈ N large enough, and observe that the middle term on the right hand side of (4.1) goes to 0 as n → +∞ by weak convergence. Proof. We start splitting
Roughly speaking the first one of these two terms goes to 0 by weak convergence, while the second one goes to 0 since L n f → Lf . By Lemma 4. (2) is satisfied by g := Lf (condition (1) is easily verified). Observe that
Thus the first term on the right hand side of (4.3) is dominated by
This implies that the µ n mean of the first term on the right hand side of (4. We are left with the proof that the second term on the right hand side of (4.2) goes to 0 as n → +∞. Observe that since µ n is concentrated on {η : η ≤ n1}, µ n [|Lf − L n f |] = c(n) As for this last question, one would ask whether this interval may be non empty. We already noticed that ρ = θ on amenable graphs with a strongly reversible random walks (such as the simple random walk on Z d ), nevertheless there are examples of graphs (see Example 5.1) where ρ = θ and for any λ ∈ (1/θ, 1/ρ), the BRW starting from a finite configuration vanishes (locally) with probability 1, while starting from a bounded configuration greater than 1 the expected number of individuals at a fixed site diverges. Roughly speaking this is possible on graphs where the contribution of far distant individuals is not negligible; indeed if P is symmetric this behaviour is equivalent to the existence of a weak phase. One may conjecture that the critical parameter of this phenomenon may be 1/ lim sup n ( x p (n) (x, y)) (which does not depend on y). Finally, another open question is the maximality of the invariant measure µ.
Example 5.1 Let us consider the homogeneous tree T n+1 where the degree of each vertex is n + 1 and choose n ≥ 2. Fix a reference vertex o and p ∈ [0, 1/n]. Given two neighbours x and y we define p(x, y) as p if |x| + 1 = |y| (recall that |x| is the distance from x to o) and 1 − np otherwise. By using standard generating function techniques it is easy to show that Hence ρ < θ, for instance, if p = 1/(n + 1), i.e. the simple random walk. By using the explicit solution given in Remark 3.3 (with ϕ ≡ 1), and noting that x p (n) (x, y) ≥ θ n we have that lim t→∞ E ϕ [η t (x)] = +∞ if λ > 1/θ. Moreover if λ > 1/θ the expected number of individual on a site of BRW with at least one immortal particle per site diverges as t goes to infinity.
